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10 Introduction

Sinee some time reaetors are being built with the objective of

producing a high and uniform neutron flux () 1015 n/cm3 sec) 0

Very high neutron fluxes are required for the production of

transuranium elements as weIl as for neutron physics experi

ments [1,2Jo These can be attained by increasing the fuel

concentration in thefuel element and the U235 enrichment of

the fuelo However, both factors increase the heat production,

(as is illustrated on the basis of three Materials Testing

Reactors in figo 1)0 The high thermal flux practically dic

tates the use of thin plate-type dispersion fuel elements,

with a metallic matrix 0 Also the demands on the cladding

and construction materials in the fission zone are increasedo

The requirement for a high fuel concentration in the AoToRo

is fulfilled through the use of a U30S-Al dispersion instead

of the commonly used U-Al alloyo Inspite of its good opera

tional behavior, the U30S-Al system cannot - for various

reasons - be looked upon as optimal 0 With higher neutron

and thermal fluxes, and the resulting higher operating tem

peratures, a fuel with a higher thermal conductivity and

better compatibility with the matrix is desirable to ensure

a trouble-free operationo

A satisfactory irradiation behavior requires an intact con

tact surface between the fuel particles and matrixo The



con-};inuity 01' 'tJhe ma.trix cau be interI'upted by reaction produet

zones, :\'eco1.1 zones ~ Cll"'lO. fiss.i.OXl gas agglom.er&d:;ion.. Iro prevent

sucb, d.:'LE.\con.-tirl'uities, Bnd depending on the type of dtspe:rsions ';

limit,;) are .-Unl)Osed on 1:;he fue1. COnC61.1.t;ratiün a-TI.d oIJera:tional

temperatures .. The dispersed. frIel J:}articles should not .fall short

of a mini.mu.m size [27J ~

The possUJ:tl:L'ty b.r i.nc!'i;;as:Lng the f'1'llJr. 1'1;:'\7 inorea.sing ·the con-

centrat:ton has J.J..mits imposed. by te('}hnolog-y '" l1'l'h'1 , •:.1..>.l.e rO ..... ..l..l.ng cf

plat;e t;ype .fllel elements \vith con.cerrtrations higher than a

certain .figure presen-ts problems", IriJ:J.ally ? the distribut;ion.

of the fuel and a bU.1:uable poison. in the matri:."t sho'tlld 'be

very uniform .. Although :0.0 detailed in'l8st:1.gatio:.t1s on 'this

have been

this poü:rt of viel\! , i tappears thai:: powder :m.6i';al1urgical

processes are in general p:refera'ble to melti.llg m.ethods ..

In vielJ of tb.e above '" .- , "cons:.Ld.er9:ti:Lonz, it; 86ems that uraniu~-

ah:Ull:L'1.ide dispers::Lo:n.s :in alu.xniniu:D:1 8.plJx·oach a.n op"timal fuel

system. on alu.min:'LulTl b6 " UA12 1s highly pyrcrphol"'ic and UIl-

th.e

prepa.ra't;j,.ol1. in the desircdform j8 not establ1shed" 1'01.1,6 follolving

irrvestigatiol1s deal vd.th the cOm.bj..j""}KGiol1 UA13-Al" :Ilb.e prod:ueed

fuel plati8s should be of a quality d.eslrab.le in .irradiatdon

ex:peri.men'tso Their technology oou1(1 e"il'entually be rwed as a

basis for product;ion of fue1 elements" 1t i8 possi'ble ",(;hat

such fueJ.. elements :eo:I' J..ater use in the
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20 Literaturereview

201 Preparation of UA13

The uranium-a1uminium constitutiona1 diagram in figo 2 shows

so far as is nQ1JIT kTl,OVJ:'a., no evident homogenity for UA13 [4] 0

The slightest variation in the stoichiometrie will therefore

resu1t in the presence of either one of the neighbouring

phases 0 Such varia·Gions are, however, '1!vhen me1ting processes

are used, difficu1t to prevent, because the vapour pressure

of uranium is much 10'lrJ'er than that of aluminium0 At the

peritectic transformation temperature of UA13 ,

of the vapour pressures is about 107 (PA1 : Pu

[5J, [6]0

the ratio
10-2

= 10-9 Torr)

The formation of the high1y pyrophoric UA12 phase is very

undesirab1e, for it is the main cause of uraniumdioxide

impurities in the a1uminideso Tb.e temperature f'unction of

the free energy of reaction for the three known a1uminides

[ 33J, [ 34J are:

6.G UA1 = -2704 + 21010-3 T (Kca1) (1)
2

!3 G UA1 = -32 09 + 13010-3 T (Kca1) (2)
3

6.G UA1 -4105 -3 (Kca1) (3)= ;- 909010 T
4

Further avai1ab1e thermodYnamic data on UA13 are the standard

entropy (S 298 = 3205 cal/oC) and the standard entha1py

(H 293 = -2502 + 202 Kcal/~ol)o
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Until the present time UA13 has been prepared by the !ollowing

three methods:

a) Induction or arc melting of uranium-all1minjum mixtures

b) Reaction of uranium-hydride or fluoride with aluminium powder

c) Hot-pressing of uranium aluminium mixtures

Induction melting is carried out in graphite crucibles, at

times with a coating of magnesium-zirconiteo After melting

and superheating (800 oe) the pure strip aluminium in vacuum

or air, stoichiometric amounts of uranium are addedo After

eompletion of the reaetion, the melt can be poured in pre

heated steel moulds or graphite moulds coated with magnesium

zirconite [7,8,9Jo

In are melting Irvith water cooled copper erucibles, the stoi

chiometric mixture of uranium and aluminium is heated

simultanously in inert gas Or vacuum (5 x lo-3Torr )o The

regulus is repeatedly melted (8 to 10 times) to eomplete

the reaction and produee homogeneous melts [8, 30Jo In either

process, the incongruent melting of UA13 can be overcome to a

great deal by sufficient annealing below the peritectic

temperatureo

In ~he uranium hydride reaction with aluminium [8,10,ll,30J,

pure uranium is hydrided with highly pure hydrogeno The pure

hydrogen can, for example, be produced by decomposing uranium

hydride 0 The uranium-hydride is then mixed with a stoichiome

tric amount of aluminium powder (particle size < 44 ~, de

gassed in vacuum at 560 oe for 4 hours)0 The reaction takes

place in vacuum or in an argon atmosphereo
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Aluminium oxide or graphite crucibles were usede The reaction

begins at 600 oe, the temperature thereby rises toabout 1000 oe,

and is maintained at this level for a long perioQ of time

(about 16 hours) to guarantee a complete reactiono The process

can be accelerated by hot pressing the mixture (1000 00 ; 3,5 Hp/

cm2 ; 2 hours) 0 In a similar process but under modified condi

tions (900 00 1200 0 0 ; 1 atm), the primary substance used is

uranium fluoride [37Jo The reaction produces urfu~ium·-alu-

minide and aluminium monofluorideo The aluminium monofluoride

is be subsequently separated by" vacuum distillation at 1200 °eo

In the third availabJ.e method for the preparation of UA13 ,

uranium and aluminium strip-mixed in stoichiometric proportions

is hot pressed at 600 oe [3Jo The pellets so formed are sub

sequently a~~ealed at 950 oe in vacuumo It is, however, possible

to use stoichiometric powder mixtures as well (U < 44 ~m ;

Al ) 23 ~m < 103 ~m)o These can be either mechanically mixed

powders eogo by tumbler movement 50 RopoIDo for 15 minutes

under helium, or coated particleso U-Al alloys (25 wt% U)

have been, for example, prepared by bot pressing at 450 oe

spherical uranium powder (mean particle slze of 70 ~m) coated

with aluminium [15Jo

The methods described above yield a porous mass that can be

easily ground under argono Ignition of the powders during

grinding can be prevented by using ffil inert gas (argon) or

a protective liquid petrolether [8,16,17,30Jo In some cases,

the final product is annealed once again for degassing and

homogenising (500 - 900 °0; 3 - 10 hours)o The best product,
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judged by its ehemieal analysis, is obtainedthrough the

hydride proeesso Its oharaeteristies are given in fig~ 30

202 Produetion of UAl3-Alpellets

The option is onee again between melting and powder metallur

gieal teehniqueso In the former oase, the distribution of

the aluminide in the ingot is not uniform due to gravity

segregationo ~ne uranittm eontent also varies from baten to

batehe Such alloys - generally dispersions of UA14 or UA13
in Al - have been prepared with relatively high uranium

eontent without resorting to the previous production of

UA13 , as folIows: [18,19,20,24,25,26Jo Aluminium is

superheated in stationary or rotating graphite erucibles

to 980 oe in helium; uranium is added, and the temperature

raised to 1400 °ee The melt is stirred with a stream of he-

lium (380 Torr), and poured in eooled graphite mouldso

The powder metallurgieal method allows a mueh better control

of the distribution, composition, and shape of the dispersed

aluminide phase 0 The UA13 and Al (mainly > 44 }.Lm) poi,vders

are mixed mechanieally, eogo, in glas containers, at times

with enclosed aluminium spheres [10,11,20Jo The eonfigura

tion of the mixing containers and the number of the en

elosed aluminium spheres seem to have no influence on the

quality of the mixtureso Mixing is carried out in air and

argon (~3 hrs); moisture is to be avoided during mixinge
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The pOi'lTder mixtures are compacted by pressing and sintering

[7,9,17,21J 0 The applied preSS1.:i.re is either one sic1ed, t1J'JO

sided, (406 - 708 Mp/cm2) er isostatic (7 Mp/cm2 )o The die

1ubricant is stear:Lc acid in methanol 0 T'rte sintering

temperatt~e (450 - 600 00) and sintering times (4-96 hours)

can be varied broadly [7,17Jo The attained densities (75-85%

theoretical density) are based on the theoretical density

of the UA13-A1 compacto In practice, reactions - at least to

a sma11 degree - are likely to take place between UAl3 and

Al leading to the formation of UAl4 0 The stabilization of

UAl
3

is possible through the addition of silicium, germanium,

palladium, magnesiu.m, zirkonium and tin (003 - 3 wt% 0) [24Jo

On the other hand, such additions are likely to complicate

the recovery of the spent iuelo

The fabrication of UAI
3
-AI green pellets to Al clad fuel

elements is mainly carried out by roll bonding through the

picture frame technique [7,29,30Jo The cover plates and the

picture frame material is Al 6061-F or Al 6061 clad on one

or both sides respectively v-rith pure aluminium (5%) 0 The com

posite plate is held together with 2 rivetso After cleaning

and pickling the cover plates an<l pictu.re frame with 50 % HN03
,

the UA13-Al core « 55 wt% UA13 - 0019 wt% B40 - Al) is fitted

in the frame and the composite plate riveted togethero The

rolling can be carried out on batches of up to 9 plateso The

plates are preheated (5oooC, 45 minutes) and annealed (500 00,

5 min) between passeso The reduction per pass is 20 %0 The

hot rolling is carried. out; up to a thick...'1.ess of about 104 mmo

Subsequent cold rolling is used to attain the desired final
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dimensions 0 Cold rolling also levels the plateso Radiography

is used to mark the cores; the plates are sheared to end

dimensions, rolled level, and cleanedo Blister tests can be

made between rolling passes to control bondingo

Attempts have also been made to clad prepressed Uranium~

aluminium powder mixtures by electronically welding in eap

sules followed by extrusion at low temperatures and speeds

203 Strueture and prcperties cf UA13-Al dispersions

The uranium-aluminium equilibrium diagram (fig 0 2 ) shovJS

praetically no solid solubility of uranium in aluminium0

New investigations, however, suggest a small solubility

[22Jo The grain structure of the components in the disper

sion Can be coarse or fine depend.ing on the heat treatment 0

Hot pressed powder mixtures are, as expected, fine grained

[15Jo The metallographie fu~alysis can be carried out with

the help of the following etching procedure [7,24,28J:

a) Electrolytic etching

Electrolyte: 1 part chromic acid (40%) + 1 part acetic

acid (50%) - 1 to 3 min vJith o~o5 Amp/cm2
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b) Chemica1 etching

Nitric acid (50%), 1 minuteo

The e1ectrolytic etch yields typica1 co10urs for the various

aluminides:

- UA12 appears white or bluish

- UA13 appears yellow or orange

- UA14 appears bluegrey or grey

Both components, UA1
3

(density 608 g/cm3) and Al (density

2 07 g/cm3) have a cubic lattice [8Jo The lattice parameter

for aluminium at room temperature and the temperature func

tion of the lattice parameter of U~13 is given in figo 40

The lower part of the curve (till 300 °C) can be expressed

by the equation:

. -5 0aUAl (T) = 4 02536 i 701667 x 10 T (A)
3

o '
the upper part (300-750 c) by the equation:

(4)

= 402855 + 507854 x 10-5(T-300) ~ 6068 x lo-8(T-30o)2

t 1097 x lo-10(T_300)3 cR) (5)

The thermal properties of UA1
3
-Al dispersions are not re

ported in the literature, although such data are available

for the components themselveso The data are summarized in

figo 5 [12,32Jo

The available data on the mechanical properties restriet

themselves to Al clad fuel elements [33,34,35Jo Tensile and
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yield-s'trengthmeasurements have been carried out fdrtwo

UA13 concentrations (34 and 50 wt%). The specimens were clad.

with the following 2 types of aluminium Al-looo and AI-X 8001.

In fig. 6, the tensile and yield'strengths are plottad. From

this data, and the dimensions of the specimens (total plate

cross-section = 1.27 x 5.86 mm = 0.74 cm2 ; UA13-Al core cross

section = 0.51 x 58 mm = 0.29 cm2), it is possible to evaluate

the temperature function of the UA13-Al cora strength without

the cladding. In the simplest case it can be postulated that:

wherein:

~D = tensile strength of the dispersion
GG = total tensile strength of the core and cladding
bAI: tensile strength of the cladding
qAl : relative cro~s-section of the eladding
qD : relative cross-section of the cora
qG : relative cross-section of the composite plata

The so ealculated values of~D are also plotted in fig. 6.

It can be seen that at higher aluminium concentrations the

temperature dependance of the tensile strength and tensile

strength 1tself is, as expected, greater than that of alumi

nium alone. The bond between the dispersed UA13 particles

and the Al-matrix shou1d nevertheless be such that the load

is distributed over the total dispersion and not only on the

matrix. If this 1s not the case, the values for the dispersion,

independent of temperature, would 1ie below those for the

Al-matrix ..
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The values of tensile strength for the eore obtained by

using the above equation (6) are the lowest valueso In fact,

the values for the UA13-Al core are p~obably higher. This

ean be deduced by considering the phenomenon of frayt~re

(see tigo 7) 0 .The measured tensile strength values or the

calculated values for the ultimate load on the composite

plate are greater ~han the ultimate load on the claddingo On

the other hand, the ultimate elongation of tne cladding is

greatero The rupture of the core therefore takes place at

the point where the elongation values correspond to the

ultimate load of the composite plate. At this stage, the

cladding elongates further - the load decreases - to attain

the elongation corresponding to the increased load (greater

than the ultimate load of the cladding alone) suddenly brought

upon it due to the rupture of the core.

Since the calculations with equation 6 are based on the known

ultimate load values of the Al-cladding, the deduced tensile

strength values for the core are too lowo The real value of

the tensile strength for the core would be equal to the

calculated, only if the cladding and core fractured simulta

neouslyo Otherwise the real tensile strength values for the

core could be greater than those calculated.
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30 Experimental 't'iTork

301 Preparation of UA13 by me:ting technique

In the ~ollowing investigations the me1ting technique was

chosen to prepare UA13 for the following reasons:

As can be seen in figo 3 the hydride reaction method of pre

paring UA13 and its subsequent grinding results in very fine

powderso It is, however, aimed to achieve a coarser () 60 ~m)

UA13 partic1e size in the dispersiono In addition, the in

ductive me1ting is technically easy to accomplish, even on

a large sca1e basiso Finally the hydride process involves

the risk of higher gas contentso

Initial experiments l'ITere undertaken to find out which crucible

material was most suitable to melt pure compoundso

Three crucib1e materials were investigated:

- graphite with MgZr03 coating (Metco process)

- graphite with A1203 coating (Metco process)

- A1203 without high temperature annea1ing

- A1203 with high temperature annealing

The melt charges consisted of about 150 g of uranium and

aluminium stripo The conclusion that could be drawn was

that magnesium zirconite dissociated at high temperatures

() 150000):

(7)

The zirconium oxide (vapo press 10-8 Torr) remains in the
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melt" Magnesium oxide, on the other side, evaporaiJes and co:p.d:ensffs··

on the vJalls of the J:ecipJ-en't ~ T'nese res1l1ts have been con.firmed

by X ra,T analysis" Grauhite vlith !'lfF,'ZrO.,. coati!lp-; 18" t:heref'ore.,v ~c..:J ~_.

not a very suitable cru.cible materlaI .. The A1203 coatings on

graphite have also an illlportant draw-back" They 0.0 not \vi'tihsta.nd

a stroIEthermal shock during hea-cing aJ.'ld cool:Lng., Tbe resultlng

cracks cau lead to a direct reaetion between the melt and.

graphite" In addition thecoatiug f'lakes falling in the melt

produce insoluble impurities ~ leading; to tihe conelusion that

A1203 does not reactlivi-1:;h. the m.eIt at 'ehe ope:t--'ating temperaillres"

It (AJaS therefore obvious to use A3'203 cI'uclbles which were

satisfactory, provided they \rlere an.i'J.ealed, in high vacuum

(10-5 Torr; 1550°0)0 'trJl).en not annealed, the silicium-rieb.

binder of the crl1.cible reacted "tV:lth 'the meJ..t (f:Le>8)"

Subsequent e:x.:peri.rneni:is for the prep-a:-cation of UA13 were there

fore carried ou.t in anneale.cL ,AJ"203 cr'ctcibleso The charges

consisted of thick... .u.ran:Lwn --chips and alwnJ..n.iu:m strip 0 The

uranium "'Jas alv'mys placed above ~the alu;m,inium. :1.n "tibe (;ruci.ble ...

Other geometrical shapes, e"go, cylincl:r'ical ur&"1.ium aud alum.i-

n -lum roa."s ha~"'e no --i uf]"ence 0'.... .....-"., e 1"8 """" 1 '}-'J" n"" '[J"" 1 p,,...o"J-. "'t mt,.... -v -'- ~. .u. " ..l. • .i.J. l>.:.... ~ \.~--'- _.L b .t:'-.1..3· J.. ..),(2...., L •.e

uranium was rinsed vd.tb. acetone 8Xl.d carbon i;etrach.lori",de an,d

pickled in a mix-tiure of nitric &":ld acetic acidso

The required com.positj~on of the charge "\,'\Tas cleterm::Lned ernpiri-

callyo A lO1r·rer- percentage of uranium is requ:Lred to COlD.pBnsate

the evaporation losses of alu.:m.:Lni:o.m" l,Jith var::Lou.s eharges

(50-800 g) and "",,11th stationary cI'U_ci.bles, it; vias fau.nd that
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the amount of excess aluminium should be such as 'Co produee

7 %of the UA14 phase .. This calculation is made ~Qth the

help o~ the equilibrium diagram assuming no aluminium losses

due to evaporation.. The following melting procedures appear

desirable:

atmosphere

heating rate

maximum temperature

rapid eooling

homogenising

eooling

heliUm, 400 Torr

,-..J 50 °O/min

1600 oe

(30 °O/min) from the maximum to
homogenising temperature

1250 oe, 5 hrs

optional

The helium pressure plays a role in preventing a possible

dissociation o~ UA13 in vaeuum () 10-4 Torr i ) 1200 00 ) ..

The ~irst step to determine the extent of UA12 segregation

was to eut the regulus .. UA12 has a higher density (20%)

than UA13.. No segregation could be deteeted between the top

and bottom or the eentre and the periphery.. The ehemieal

analysis of a specimen near the periphery showed a slightly

lower aluminium content (25,85 v~~) than that of a speeimen

near the eentre (26 .. 1 ~~%) ..

Further investigations were metallographie and microprobe analyis ..

The microstruetures (figo 9) show elearly that the remaining

melt has gathered between UA13 grains and solidifiedo From the

eonstitutional diagram the phase between the grain boundaries
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can be a periteetieally formed UA14 , or if this reaetion is

slow, a!i.'e"uteetic of UA14 and Alo The characteristic X-ray

radiation of Al (figso 10 a and b) and U (figso 10 c and d)

was monitoredo The grain boundaries show an inerease or

decrease in aluminium or uraniumconcentrationrespec'b1:vel-yo

The highest peak in figolo a corresponds with the intensity

of pure Alo The amount of the second phase was too small to

be detected by X-ray diffraction, which showed the presence

of a single phaseo

The regulus was ground with a hammer mill using a disc and

a ring as insertso The grinding process is of great importanee

since relatively narrow limits are imposed on the UA13 particle

size to ensure an optimal behaviour of the dispersiono Con

sidering that the distance between the dispersed particles

should be greater than two times the thickness of the recoil

zone, the necessary particle size can be mathematically dedueed

and graphically illustrated for an ideal dispersion (figo 11)0

Accordingly, with an Al-matrix (path of the fission fragments =

thickness of the recoil zone = 1307 ~m) and the desired UA13
concentration (25089 vol%), the recoil zones would not touch

with relatively coarse UA13 particles of 67 ~mo Investigations

on the kinetics of the reaction UA13-Al-----1- UA14 and measure

ments of the resulting volume changes can later produce a

value for the reaction zoneso The importance of such minimum

particle size calculations is still an open question,

however, for the UA13-Al systemo The dispersed particle size

has an upper limit, too (probably 125 ~m), since too coarse
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partic1es are 1ikely to he damaged and ground during rolling 0

'!'his \ilTou1d lead to an uneven and uncontro11ab1e fuel distribu-

tion in the matrixo

In order to grind the UA13 in such a way as to produce 1arge

amounts o~ the desired partic1e size, the optimal grinding

conditions have to be determinedo The pre1iminary experimental

resu1ts are tabulated in ~ige 120 Further experiments are in

progresse 1t can, however, be already ~oreseen that large amounts

o~ the powder ~all outside the desired grain classo The coarse

~raction () 125 IJ.m 0) can be reground - the ~ine ~raction on

the other hand has to be sintered or remeltedo The lowest

temperature required ~or the sintering o~ the ~ine ~raction

was determined with a dilatometer (~igo 13)0 The shrinkage of

a UA13-pellet produced with a pressure o~ 5 MP!cm2 was

measuredo The ~irst part o~ the curve so obtained shows an

expansion and possible interference caused by degassing and

relaxatione Subsequently the expansion and the shrinkage are

superimposed, until abov:e a certain temperature the shrinkage

becomes predominanto The temperature o~ the begin o~ the

shrinkage is de~ined as that where 002 % shrinkage has taken

place [23]0 1t can be determined by drawing the length o~ a

002 %smaller pellet asa ~unction o~ temperatureo The point

o~ intersection o~ the latter curve with the experimentally

determined ~ormer curve, gives the temperature o~ the shrinkage

begin (about 960 oe see figo 13)0 1t is, in this case, s~~i

ciently low to permit regrinding o~ the ~ine ~raction a~ter

sintering below the peritectic temperatureo

The characteristics o~ the UA13 and aluminium powder used in
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all the follo\ving experiments are tabulated in figo 14 0 The

chemical composition of UA13 represents a mean value of seven

charges 0 The oxygen is partly present as an oxide 0

The lever lavJ' permits a calt1ulation of the UA13 content of the

charge:

(hTtro-Al) UAl4 - (1;Ftro-Al)UAlx X 100

(Wt%-Al) UA14 - (1"1tro-Al) UA13

(8)

Substitution of the knO\V,n values for the Al content of UA14
(31019 1~% Al) and UA13 (25037 wt% Al) and transformation

yields:

.,. 1

31019 _ ,;;;1,;;.0,;;;.0 - _

(1rrtro-U)
( 'vv-tro-Al )UAI

x

--------------- = (iAltD/o-UA13)UAlx000582

(9)

The U/Al ratio (~~~YI) UAlx for the UA13 is given in figo14

Figo 3 shows the corresponding data for the UoSo product

prepared by hydride reactiono Calculation of the UA13 or UA14
content ir,Jith equation (9) gives:

Heltir.gprocess Hydride process
(IMF) (ORNL)

UA13-content ( itTt%) 93042 69019

UA14-content (lVt%) 6058 30081

The UA13 content of the UoS o product based on X-ray analysis,

given in figo 3 , is apparently based on the total aluminide
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content of the chargeo

302 Preparation of UA13-Al pellets and irradiation test plates

The objective is to attain an uniform dispersion of the fuel

in the matrix by mixing UA13 and Alo Experimental conditions

and results obtained can be seen in figo 150 The mixing con-

ditions state the ratio of the container volume to powder

volume , since this .factoI' appears to play a role in the

degree cf distributiono The determination of the distribu-

tion degree can be either made on pellets or on powder

mixtureso In this case the determination was carried out

on mixtures by chemical analysiso

Considering that the mixture contains x vol% of component A

and y vol% of component B then:

and

xA

Yi3 ideal

xA
y:g real

= ideal weighed in ratio

= the determined ratio in a sampIe of
a certain weight

Five specimens from the mixture ~'lere chemically analysed

each timeo The degree of distribution is:

v (%) = ~ - iCi<A7YBjid~-=-WZ.y.liIrea~loo (10)
l_ ~- ideal

3rB

The number of specimens was determined by the consideration

that the scatteringof the distribution degree values levels

off above 4 specimens per analysis (figo 16)0
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Tlie so dete~mined distri~ution degree is of course depende~t

6n the s1ze of the specimen per analysiso Statistical cönsidera

tions, which will be considered in areport to follow, led tö

the use of a specimen weight of 2 go The preliminary data 

Sh01Nn in figo 15 - show that dry mixing with a low ratio of con

tainer volume to mixtuie volume lead to the best resultso The
,

\tIide scattering in the 'pase ofvTet mixing is due to sedimenta-
"
i

tive clusteringo Furth1r experiments are in progresso

i
The compacting conditidns for one sided pressing of cylindrical

as weIl as two sided p~essing of rectangular pellets have been

investigatedo Figo 17 $hows the variation of density with
\
)

pressureo The densities attained permit the use of the compacts

in the picture frame ~~thout resorting to pre-sintering. The

density of rectangular pellets increases more rapidly with

the pressureo This is due to the geometry of the pellet as weIl

as the use of double acting dieso A significant unde~sirable

variation of the distribution of the UA13 in the matrix after

compacting are not optically discernible (figo 18 ) 0

The influence of the change in concentration on the pellet

density is shovm in figol9 0 The discontinuity in the curve

suggests the change over from an aluminide to an Al-matrixo

The Question that finally remains to be considered is the

density variation ,dthin the pellet i tself 0 For this purpose

a cylindrical pellet was divided into 3 parts. The density

of each part is dra,~ as a horizontal in figo20 0 The actual

density in the axial direction would then follow the dotted
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lineo Hardness measurements on a vertical cross-section of a

pellet take, as expected, a course similar to densityo The

values plotted are mean values of 4 measurementso Both curves

- density and hardness - have a maximum in the middleo The

hardness values on a transversal cross-section lie on a straight

lineo Similar conditions prevail also in the case of rectangu

lar pellets (fige 21)0

It will be shovm later that such density variations do not

influence the quality of the roll-clad irradiation plateso

Very great density variations within the pressed cores of

the picture frames can, however, lead to cracking and dog

boning during rolling (figo 22)0

The required dimensions of the Al clad irradiation test plates

with UA13-Al cores as weIl as the preliminarily chosen fabri

cation mode is shov~ in figo 230 The composite plates are

held together with 2 rivets on the leading ende The rolls

have to be warmed to avoid temperature gradients during rolling

and to ensure uniform rolling conditionso Unequal heattransport

can lead to different deformations in various sectors of the

plate resulting in warpL~g and distortiono For the same reason

it is important to roll the plates above the recrystalization

temperature of Al (15ooC)0 On the other hand the temperature

shou1d be such as to avoid the formation of UA14 , since the

reaction decreases the matrix content and thereby increases the

resistance to deformationo The deformation in the first rol1ing

pass should be lower (10%) than the subsequent passes (20%)0
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The rolled plates are straightened by cold rolling and

sheared to end dimensions" Radiography pictures sho\v the

rolled UAI3-AI cores with cladding (fig" 24)" The alignment

of the cores is satisfactory"

In addition to this criterium the bonding between the core

and the cladding is j_mportant" This can be judged by a simple

"blister testtl" For this purpose some test plates were annealed

in air at 50000 for I hour and checked for blisters" No

blisters could be detected"

3,,3 Additional measurements

The coefficients of thermal expansion were also measured with

the view to investigating the difference between the UAI3-AI

core and the Al cladding" The concentration function was

measured on highly dense (98% ToD,,) UAI3-AI cylindrical pellets

in the temperature range of 20°0 - 500°0" To avoid the forma

tion of UAl4 the chosen heating rate was high (5°0/min)" The

obtained values are shown in fig" 25" It should be noted that

the ratio of the thermal expansion coefficients of the core

and the cladding is though not extensively investigated of

im~ortance ~the quality of the plateso If their ratio varies
')

eonsi~erably from unity, stresses result after eooling" These

ean lead to warping of the plate, a break in the bond between

the eore and the cladding, and, in an extreme ease, to cracks

in the eore and eladding [38J"

UAI3-AI pellets have also been heated in a dilatometer with

very~w heating rates (002 °O/min, for 50 b~s) (figo 26)0 The
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expansion curve shows variations from linear1ty as a result

of the UA13 ~ Al~UA14 reactiono Such areaction is, as is

weIl known, accompanied by a volume increase (~106 %)0 The

reaetion seems to achieve a considerable pace at about 480 oe,

resulting in a maximum variation of lengtho

Metallographie investigations show complete reaction of UAI3
to UAl4 (figo 27)0 These results have also been confirmed by

microprobe analysis of the UAI3-AI-compactso Obviously one has

to carry out the process at temperatures lower than 480 oe

to avoid swelling due to reactionc Phis swelling makes the

fitting of the pellet in the picture frame difficult and

can also lead to defects during hot rollingc
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reaction product

Fig. 8 Reaction of UA13 in flstatu nascendi"
with the binder of A1203 (75 x)
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a)

b)

Fig. 9 UA13 , as cast, containing UA14
a) etched with nitric acid
b) unetched, polarized light

(150 x)
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a)

b) microprobe trace

c) microprabe trace

d)

Fig. 10 Microprobe analysis of UAl3 prepared by melting

a, b) Al detection
c, d) U detection
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UA13
(IMF)

Al
Alcoa 101

UA13 Content 93.42wt%
Al Content 25.15 99.5(wt%
U : Al ratio 2.88(ideal 2. 4)

02 (wt%) 0.88 0.29

N2 (wt%) 0.0225

C (wt%) 0.198

H2 (wt%) 0.0088

Fe ( ~vt%) 0.13

Si (wt%) 0.07

Cu (wt%) 0.01

Rest (wt%) 1.13

Partic1e size 63 - 125(p,m)

Partic1e shape
50 . 1·.

Fig. 14 : Characteristics of UA13 prepared by me1ting,
and Alcoa 101 Al powders
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Fig. 16 Seattering of distribution degree
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Fig. 17 Pellet density as a function of compacting pressure
for UA13-Al pellets (20 vol% UA13) with stearin
lubricated dies
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Fig. 18 UA13 particles in Al matrix (20 vol% UA13)
(diamond polished pellet, unetched)
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Fig. 22 Cracks in the core as a result of density
variations in pellet
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Fig. 23 Data of the pictureframe technique of UA13-Al irradiation
test plates.
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Fig. 24- Radiographs of Al clad UA13-Al cores

10 20 30 40 5~ ~

UAl
3

- Gehalt (Val- ',.)

3' 90 "20

Fig. 25 The concentration function of the thermal

expansion coefficients of UA13-Al dispersions
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a) b)

Fig. 27 : Microstructure showing UA13 and UA14 phases
after reaction (500 x)

a) partial reaction, both phases
. UAl3 and UAI4-Al present

b) total reaction UA14 and Al present
(UAI4 dark)
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